Hunted

Twas the night before Christmas...and dozens of rich, influential hostages are trapped inside a
sprawling lakefront mansion in New Orleans. The perp? Detective Reed Ware, model cop
turned outlaw. After receiving a panicked call from Hollis Holly Bayard, a teenage street
tough with a penchant for amateur sleuthing who stumbles upon the scene of a
drug-deal-turned-murder, Ware finds his and his friends lives in dire danger. The crime Holly
witnessed could be the biggest police cover-up this side of New Orleans - and no ones talking.
Driven to desperate measures to uncover the truth, Ware stages a coup at a Christmas party for
the New Orleans elite, including the mayor, the council chairman, the sheriff, and the
superintendent of police, who just happens to be hostage negotiator Caroline Wallaces
estranged father. Cool, calm, controlled. Thats Carolines reputation. But when shes brought in
to talk Ware off the proverbial ledge, she realizes no amount of false promises is going to
placate this man, who looks even hotter than he did years ago when 17-year-old Caroline tried
to seduce him. It was his duty to protect her family then. Now its her turn...if she can think fast
enough over the pounding of her heart. When Caroline becomes wrapped up in the drama, its
clear the sizzling tension she shared with Ware never let up. And the harder she tries to defuse
the situation, the more she begins to wonder whose side shes really on.
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Hunted is a British television drama series created and written by Frank Spotnitz and produced
by Kudos Film and Television and Big Light Productions for. Hunted lets you chat
anonymously with the best recruitment companies and jobs across the globe. See past the JD
and into the offices and understand what it's. She's brilliant, beautiful and ruthless and now
Sam Hunter is on a mission to find out who wants her dead. Melissa George stars in Season 1
of this series as. The official website for Hunted, the original action series on Cinemax. Watch
Hunted online, starring Melissa George. Get info about the exciting new season of.
The debut season of the Frank Spotnitz created spy series Hunted focuses on the tribulations
of about a private-security agent Samantha (Melissa George).
Ordinary people go on the run. Where do they hide? Who can they trust? What would YOU
do?. Can celebrities survive 14 days on the run from the hunters, for Stand Up To Cancer?.
See Tweets about #hunted on Twitter. See what people are saying and join the conversation.
CELEBRITY HUNTED ends tonight, with four celebrities still on the run for Stand Up to
Cancer. But how many episodes will there be in. Hunted has ratings and reviews. Emily May
said: â€œShe wept because she did not know what she wanted, and because she wanted
everything.â€•4. Recently hunted by the Talon's Vengeance. This is an Uncategorized Spell.
Added in World of Warcraft: Legion. Always up to date with the latest patch. Hunted: The
Demon's Forgeâ„¢. It will take the combined efforts of two great warriors to explore menacing
dungeons, overgrown ruins, and downtrodden towns.
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